MOUNTING SYSTEMS

FA42 Post Top Two Fixture
FA43 Post Top Three Fixture
FA44 Post Top Four Fixture
FA60 Wall Mounting
FA61 Cross Arm Mounting
FA62 Wood Pole Mounting

NOTES:
- All hardware is included
- If galvanized is desired, substitute "G" for "P".
- For pole sizes from 10" to 13" in diameter, substitute "1013" for "710".

CROSS ARM STEEL BRACKET FOR WOOD POLES

NOTES:
- If galvanized is desired, substitute "G" for "P".
- Not for use with steel or aluminum.
- Mounting hardware not included. Fixtures mounting holes are 30" on center. Modified versions are available for steel or aluminum pole applications. Consult your Cooper Lighting Representative.

WOOD POLE FLOODLIGHT BRACKET

NOTES:
- Standard finish is primed. Add suffix "G" for hot dip galvanize.
- Mounting hardware not included.

POLE MOUNTED FLOODLIGHT BRACKET FOR WOOD POLES

NOTES:
- Standard finish is hot dip galvanize. Mounting hardware not included.